2004 chevy tahoe instrument cluster fuse

The kids are whining, the dog is barking and you are late for your appointment when you lose
the lights on your car's instrument panel. This potentially hazardous condition can be readily
fixed. In less than five minutes, you can be off and running again. Consult your owner's manual
if you have it. Look under "fuses" in the index to find the location of the instrument panel fuses.
If you don't have the manual, open your driver's-side door and look under the
dashboardsometimes these are covered by a panel on the underside of the steering wheel. Look
along the left side of the panel, where the door would cover when closed. Also, try under the
hoodoften there is a box labeled "Electrical Center" or "Fuse Panel" near the front fender wells.
Read the fuse layout decals associated with each of these locations. If there is no fuse marked
for the "Instrument Cluster" or "Instrument Panel," it may labeled "Interior" or "Illumination.
Grasp the fuse using your puller or pliers and pull straight out. Inspect the fuse for blackened
spots or gaps on the metal within the plastic fuse body. This would indicate a burnt fuse.
Replace with a new fuse of matching amperage. Gently push it into the slot, by hand if there is
room or with your puller or pliers. Joe Lebkuecher has been involved in the horticultural
industry for over 20 years, culminating in managing a wholesale growing operation in the
Northeast. He has been writing online for over a year on various sites including eHow. Step 1
Consult your owner's manual if you have it. Step 2 If you don't have the manual, open your
driver's-side door and look under the dashboardsometimes these are covered by a panel on the
underside of the steering wheel. Step 3 Read the fuse layout decals associated with each of
these locations. Step 4 Grasp the fuse using your puller or pliers and pull straight out. Tips
Leave the key switch off during this operation. While it can be done with the engine or
accessories operating, replacing the fuse in a power-off state will reduce the possibility of
shorts or arcs. Fuse pullers and spare fuses can sometimes be found within the fuse panel.
Owner's manual Fuse puller or needle-nose pliers Spare fuses. Repeated fuse failures indicate
problems within the electrical system. Bring your vehicle to a professional as soon as possible.
If only a portion of your instrument panel is functioning, such as your lights work while the
speedometer does not, get your car to a pro. There is most likely a sensor failure elsewhere in
the vehicle. In this tutorial you'll learn how to repair a sticky, stuck, jumpy or dead GM
speedometer, tachometer, fuel gauge, oil pressure gauge, volt meter, water temperature gauge
and transmission temperature gauge. The parts and tools needed are available here: GM
Stepper Motors. If after reviewing the procedure you decide you'd rather have it done for you
with lifetime warranty and free shipping you can get that done here: GM Gauge Repair If you
have problems with your GM cluster that aren't covered by this tutorial you can email here to
find out your options: GM Cluster Problem Questions. After pulling off the trim bezel by hand
they have no screws on most models, they just pop off by pulling firmly. Remove them and you
will then be able to angle the instrument cluster out. You may need to tilt the steering wheel
down and move the shifter down to make room. There will be one electrical plug in the back.
You remove it by squeezing the tabs together and then pull back firmly while wiggling. It can be
seized in place, pull and wiggle firmly and it will break loose. Next up you'll need to remove the
clear plastic lens. You'll need to use a small tool to pry out on the tabs while pulling up on the
lens assembly to remove it. Work your way around one tab at a time, you can insert a pencil or
similar item between the lens and the body to hold them apart while working your way around.
Ok now you'll need a few pieces of masking tape and a pen or marker. Rotate all the needles
counter clockwise gently until the come to a stop, they should all stop at or just below the zero
marks. Now make a pen mark on the tape just below the top of each needle. This will be
important when you put it back together to maintain calibration so don't skip this step. Now that
you've made your calibration marks firmly rotate each needle further counter clockwise a few
inches. You'll be rotating the needle around the motor's shaft so there will be some resistance
especially at first. Don't worry, you won't break the needle if you keep your fingers near the
base of the needle and away from the tip while you do this step. Now pry upwards with a needle
removal tool or even a fork, try to pry straight up and not at an angle, the needle will slide right
off the motor shaft. Remove all the needles. Now pry outwards on the tabs of the back case to
remove it, similar to how you removed the front lens. Now you can simply lift out the circuit
board. In the final pic you can see 7 white stepper motors you'll be replacing. Ok you're now
ready to remove the old gm stepper motors and replace them with new ones. Use the
de-soldering bulb and the solder iron to suck off the old solder on each of the four pins of each
motor. Do not get it too hot for too long or you can damage the circuit board. Now you can pop
the motors off the front of the board once all the old solder has been removed. If it's they're too
difficult to remove you need to suck off more solder. Now you simply need to pop your new GM
stepper motors where the old ones were, they will only install in one direction so you don't have
to worry about mixing them up or getting it wrong. Make sure you get the correct part number
when you buy your stepper motors see link above for correct parts. Then you use the solder

and iron to solder on a small amount of solder to each motor's pin. The solder should flow on
smoothly, quickly and cool to a even shiny finish if done properly. Place the circuit board back
into the white center housing and snap on the black back housing. Now slide each needle back
onto the shaft of each new motor being careful to slide it on smoothly and straight down not at
an angle, to prevent bending the motor shafts. It doesn't matter what angle the needle is pointed
at this step but, to make it easy slide them on pointing roughly at the position. Finally, rotate
each needle counter clockwise until the tip of the needle points right to the mark on the
masking tape that you made in a previous step. Remove tape and snap clear lens back on
making sure to line up the odometer selector stalk. Clean the lens before installing if needed.
You're now ready to re-install the cluster and test our your gm instrument cluster repair job!
This is the perfect time to replace them, you can get the correct bulbs along with the stepper
motors here: GM Instrument Cluster Lights they simply solder onto the board. Those problems
are more advanced than my instructable covers, for options on having your screens re-done by
a shop see here: PRNDL and odometer screen repair. Probably what happened is the circuit
board got too hot during the old solder removal causing damage to the board. See pic of a
damaged board. This can still be fixed but you'll need a shop to do it. Like the lights this is the
perfect chance to upgrade your cluster with colored needles, you can get them here: Blue
needles or White needles. What if my whole cluster intermittently goes out at the same time, all
the gauges and lights go out except the check engine light? If you're having this intermittent
power failure you'll need a shop to repair the cluster, info here: Gauges randomly die at same
time. In that case you'll simply need to unplug it, take the clear lens back off and rotate the
needle counter clockwise until you get the needle to point right at the zero mark when it's
plugged in and the key is ON. Make adjustments to the needle a little bit at a time while
unplugged until you get it to point right at the zero mark. You may need to go degrees counter
clockwise all the way around stopping at the point you need to get it just right. If you found my
instructable helpful please share it online with anyone you know who may need this kind of
repair by pasting the link into blog posts, forum posts or right on your website! Here's the link
to copy and paste:. Question 10 months ago on Step 8. I have a Tahoe when I start my vehicle
the needle drops below zero and throws my speed off so I turn the vehicle off turn it back to
zero start it back up and it does it all over again how can I fix this problem. So when I returned
home I checked fuses and tested the truck out. Also the truck will not take off in Drive properly
so I have to manually put in first than manually change gears from their. What can be the
problem I googled it and says speedometer sensor , instrument cluster , and wiring problems.
Can anyone please help me. Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Question 2 years ago on Step
9. Question 2 years ago on Introduction. Will this work on a chevy express or does it need
different stepper motors. My guage is coolant temptature gauge is broken but the sensor isnt
verified with torque and obd bluetooth dongle. Question 2 years ago on Step 5. My entire
instrument pannel is flat lined, no lights, not even a ding for low gas. Will this solution work for
me. Any suggestion on what's my problem if the gauges click on and off once I drove like some
50 mls? Any sugestions on how to get my needls back to calabrate. The guy that owned the
truck before me took the cluster apart and didnt mark the needles. Everything is off. Reply 4
years ago. Withh cluster plugged un but panels off, Zero needles for those u can, fill gass tank
to full adjust needle to full mark, adg your dc gage in volts, drive and check and make adj from
there. I put a new stepper motor on my GMC speedometer and it went to 40 and stuck then up to
80 and stuck. I can hear the motor working and some times the needle will move a little. I am a
47yr old mom of 5. I have done the occassional flat tire, checked oil and have almost always
pumped my own gas, but other than that i know nothing about cars. A year ago we bought a
used suburban and of course immediatly all dash instruments began to fail. I looked it up and of
course it is very common but not under warrenty. I found you! Thank you again so very much.
Last year my temperature gauge was getting stuck after I turned it off. When I would turn it back
on it would start from that point. So if it got stuck in the middle it would assume that were it is,
is at zero. My water pump went and from that point it hasn't acted up. Now its doing it again but
now its also the gas gauge. Any thoughts? My gauges seem like there's a short in a wire. They
come on when I hit a pothole or sometimes if I hit the dashboard. Do you thinks it's possible
that it could just be a poor connection from where the electricity connects to the instrument
cluster? Before i started none of the gages worked. I had power to the lights and checked fuses
and they was all good. Which did not fix them! Reply 5 years ago. I have the same problem that
all the gauges are out. I do have power for the blinkers and cruise control. I fixed mine!! This is
fairly common on these GMs also, like the stepper motor problem is. If you can't find the
problem we could take a look at it for you, I'm sure we could get it. Introduction: DIY: Finally!
The parts and tools needed are available here: GM Stepper Motors If after reviewing the
procedure you decide you'd rather have it done for you with lifetime warranty and free shipping

you can get that done here: GM Gauge Repair If you have problems with your GM cluster that
aren't covered by this tutorial you can email here to find out your options: GM Cluster Problem
Questions. Tools you'll need: Solder iron not solder gun, they're too hot Solder De-soldering
bulb Pry tools GM stepper motors one for each gauge, replace them all while you're in there!
What if I have light bulbs out too? What if I'd like blue LED lights, is that hard to do? Where can I
buy the right parts to do this job? Those problems are more advanced than my instructable
covers, for options on having your screens re-done by a shop see here: PRNDL and odometer
screen repair Q. What if I replaced a motor and that gauge still doesn't work? What if I'd like
blue or white needles? Like the lights this is the perfect chance to upgrade your cluster with
colored needles, you can get them here: Blue needles or White needles Q. If you're having this
intermittent power failure you'll need a shop to repair the cluster, info here: Gauges randomly
die at same time Q. Again that's something a shop would need to look into, see my links above.
What if my needles are off a bit after I start up the vehicle? Did you make this project? Share it
with us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking. Robjohnson Question
10 months ago on Step 8. Answer Upvote. Reply Upvote. FizzY1 Question 1 year ago on
Introduction. SandraL Question 2 years ago on Step 5. DougP4 4 years ago. Levi Guenther 4
years ago. When it's cold they all work ok. MikeH 4 years ago. What should I do? JennS24 4
years ago. ParkerW4 4 years ago. RussellB28 5 years ago. Maybe you can help? I change all 6
motors and it did not fix the issue. RussellB28 brownoliver Reply 5 years ago. DrSpeedometer
RussellB28 Reply 5 years ago. Are you tired of your worn out gauges? Is your information
display dim or dead? Or does your gauge cluster not power on at all? Or maybe you just want to
update your cluster with Bright colored LEDs to give it a modern look. If that's the case, we
have a solution for you. We have repaired thousands of these clusters for shops, dealers,
salvage yards and people like you. So, we know our way around these things. Send your cluster
to us for a fast, reliable repair. Additional Services available at checkout. Additional Info. You
can get any color on your cluster anytime. Green looks awesome but can be kind of hard on the
eyes for some people. W hen the light shines through it, it may change the color. We are the
alternative to dealer parts. Log in or Create account. Cart 0. Menu Cart 0. Contact us for details.
Please have it properly diagnosed before you send it to us. How This Works. Step 2 Securely
pack your cluster, using the correct box so that your unit will not get damaged during shipment.
When we receive the cluster. We will inspect, repair and send it back within 24 hours. Info Green
looks awesome but can be kind of hard on the eyes for some people. We do not have any for
sale. If we receive it damaged we will always send you a picture. Very rarely, we may encounter
an issue that we are unable to repair. We will work hard to resolve any problem. Warranty
covers information displays, gauges, power loss. After one year we will be happy to replace the
lights for a nominal fee. Warranty is not transferable if you sell the car. We log all customer data
and give out a warranty for tracking. Customer Reviews Based on 24 reviews Write a review.
More from this collection. Cannot find a standard repair for your item? Get A Custom Quote.
Your item is repaired and shipped back the same day it arrives in our facility compared to our
standard 1-business day turnaround, which ships the next business day Monday - Friday. We
take the guesswork out of choosing the correct part number. Please provide VIN to ensure
proper fitment. Our return label includes free pick-up from FedEx which you can schedule
online for your convenience. Is your Chevrolet Tahoe instrument cluster no longer working
correctly? If so, we offer two fast repair service options with our lifetime guarantee:. Both of our
rebuild and exchange service options consist of:. Our rebuild and exchange service options are
the easiest way to get back on the road and the ONLY way to avoid a trip to the dealership.
These instrument clusters have a common problem with the gauges sticking, giving incorrect
readings, or not working at all. Replacing the unit is not the best solution because many of the
replacement units often use the same faulty components as the original cluster. Replacing
incandescent bulbs with LEDs offers many advantages. LED lighting has a much longer
lifespan, is more efficient, operates at a cooler temperature, and is available in multiple colors.
Although most LEDs are highly directional, which can cause bright and dark spots in a gauge
cluster, our LEDs are specially designed to provide a degree distribution of the light. This
technology provides an even backlighting, as can be seen in our actual product photos to the
left. If you would like LED backlighting for your instrument cluster, just select the color you
want from the drop-down menu above. All full sized vehicles Avalanche, Silverado, Suburban,
Tahoe come equipped with a transmission temperature sensor, but the instrument cluster is not
set up to display the information. We offer an upgrade which includes adding the transmission
temperature gauge, a new faceplate, and calibration of the gauge. This upgrade requires no
additional wiring or parts for your vehicle. Please give us a call if you have questions regarding
this upgrade. If your vehicle currently has the transmission temperature gauge, there is no
additional cost associated with the rebuild. These issues are repairable but are not part of our

standard rebuild. At Circuit Board Medics, our focus is on excellent communication, fast
turnaround, and quality repairs. One key to achieving these goals is ensuring that we have
customers' contact information and payment before beginning any repair order. Watch our
video to learn more about how our repair process works and how we can help to get your
vehicle or appliance back up and running quickly. Disclaimer: We are not responsible for lost,
delayed, or non-repaired items shipped to our facility without an order number. Our rebuild
service includes all new backlighting, new stepper motors behind each gauge, and several
upgrades to protect the odometer and gear level indicator PRNDL from fading or becoming dim.
We are also offering an upgrade from standard incandescent backlighting to LED. We offer a
lifetime warranty on the functionality of the cluster and gauges. We look forward to serving you.
We also offer an optional LED upgrade to the backlighting with three different options: white,
blue and green. Please call us with any questions and pricing for your specific vehicle. Our
no-hassle warranty covers the functionality of your module for life. For clusters, if any of your
gauges or odometer display fail, we will repair them again. In the rare occasion that the item is
not repairable, we will either replace the circuit board entirely or refund the cost of the repair, at
our discretion. If light bulbs fail after repair, we will be happy to replace them for a nominal fee.
See Details At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue instead of
merely replacing parts. The end result is a refurbished component with increased longevity and
lower cost. Learn More. Have a question? Not finding what you are looking for? Feel free to
contact us and a representative will be in touch shortly. We also do custom repairs. Let us know
more about your unique need and we'll provide an estimate for your custom repair. Privacy
Policy. Please wait Call us on. Sign in or Create an account. Due to all carriers experiencing
weather delays, we are unable to refund for shipments delayed due to weather. Please call with
any questions. Kenmore Kitchen Aid Maytag Whirlpool. See 6 more pictures. Please choose an
option to add this product to your cart. Transmission Temperature Gauge:. My cluster has a
Transmission Temperature Gauge. Please add a Transmission Temperature Gauge. Buy in bulk
and save. Both of our rebuild and exchange service options consist of: All new backlighting
New stepper motors behind each gauge Several upgrades to protect the odometer and gear
level indicator PRNDL from fading or becoming dim. Transmission Temperature Gauge Upgrade
All full sized vehicles Avalanche, Silverado, Suburban, Tahoe come equipped with a
transmission temperature sensor, but the instrument cluster is not set up to display the
information. Click here for PDF Instructions. Chevy Instrument Cluster Repair Chevy Instrume
Warranty Top of Page Warranty Our no-hassle warranty covers the functionality of your module
for life. About Us At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue
instead of merely replacing parts. Certified Technicians. Ask Us A Question. Custom Repair?
Get A Quote. Skip to main content of results for " tahoe instrument cluster". Skip to main search
results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. Packaging Option. International Shipping.
More vehicle information needed We need more information for your Chevrolet Tahoe to verify
products fit. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Price may vary by color. Partsam 10Pcs White 4. FREE
Shipping. Only 13 left in stock more on the way. Deep Blue. Lowest price in 30 days. Only 10 left
in stock - order soon. Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Ice Blue. Only 14 left in stock - order
soon. Partsam 10Pcs Blue 4. Partsam 20Pcs 4. N
2004 ford f250 fuse box
2001 pt cruiser crankshaft position sensor replacement
honda accord 1993 manual
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

